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Abstract: Different non-destructive testing techniques have been evaluated for detecting and 
assessing damage in carbon fiber reinforced plastics: (i) ultrasonic C-scan, (ii) local defect resonance 
of front/back surface and (iii) lock-in infrared thermography in reflection. Both artificial defects (flat 
bottom holes and inserts) and impact damage (barely visible impact damage) have been considered. 
The ultrasonic C-scans in reflection shows good performance in detecting the defects and in 
assessing actual defect parameters (e.g. size and depth), but it requires long scanning procedures 
and water coupling. The local defect resonance technique shows acceptable defect detectability, but 
has difficulty in extracting actual defect parameters without a priori knowledge. The thermographic 
inspection is by far the fastest technique, and shows good detectability of shallow defects (depth < 
2 mm). Lateral sizing of shallow damage is also possible. The inspection of deeper defects (depth > 
3-4 mm) in reflection is problematic and requires advanced post-processing approaches in order to 
improve the defect contrast to detectable limits. 
Keywords: Non-destructive testing, Composites, Ultrasound, Local Defect Resonance, Lock-in 
thermography  
 
1. Introduction 
Fiber reinforced plastics (or composites) are widely used in many advanced engineering 
structures because of their high specific stiffness and strength. A major drawback of composites is 
their sensitivity to internal damage features. Especially for carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) 
laminates, a small impact event could lead to large internal delaminations affecting the structural 
integrity [1]. To assure the structural performance of composite components, several non-destructive 
testing (NDT) techniques have been developed and implemented over the last decades [2-8]. Each of 
these NDT techniques has its advantages, but equally has its disadvantages, and even its limitations. 
 
In this study, the following advanced NDT techniques are considered and investigated: 
 Ultrasound: C-scan 
 Vibrometry: Local Defect Resonance 
 Infrared Thermography: lock-in optical stimulation 
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Ultrasonic C-scan 
The ultrasonic C-scan is perhaps the most widespread NDT technique [2]. In this technique, the 
surface of an immersed sample is scanned (see Figure 1), and a projection of the reflected and/or 
transmitted ultrasound is analyzed. Hence, it is a volumetric inspection method. The transmission C-
scan leads to an integrated view of the damage zone, while the reflection C-scan provides details on 
the depth distribution of the damage zone (see Figure 1b). Typical frequencies are in the low MHz 
range (1-10 MHz) for composite materials. Lowering the frequency leads to poor spatial resolution 
as depth profiling is directly related to the ultrasonic wavelength. Increasing the frequency leads to 
excessive attenuation of the ultrasonic signal in composite materials due to high damping properties 
of the polymer matrix and scattering at fiber bundles and porosities.  
 
Figure 1: (a) Principle of C-scan and (b) ultrasonic C-scan in reflection (top) and transmission (bottom) for an 
impacted [45/0/-45/90]3S CFRP (middle) with impact energy 18.5 J. The color scale indicates the amplitude level. 
Currently, ultrasonic inspection is a mature NDT technique, and as such is often used to 
benchmark other techniques. Unfortunately, ultrasonic inspection has some disadvantages 
concerning inspection speed (point scan) and the requirement of a coupling liquid. Note however 
that there are several research labs exploring phased array applications to speed up the C-scanning 
procedure and to extend the inspection capabilities [3], while others focus on novel air-coupled 
ultrasonic transducers with increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in order to exclude the coupling 
liquid [4].  
 
Local defect resonance 
Local defect resonance (LDR) has already been described in the early 1990s [9], though it is only 
recently that the technique has been explored extensively through the work of Solodov [5, 10]. Instead 
of classical vibration testing of components at low frequencies, the LDR technique rather employs 
elevated frequencies. Considering that a defective area has a locally different stiffness and/or mass, 
it will behave as a local resonator at specific elevated frequencies. The vibrational surface response 
can then be measured with scanning laser Doppler vibrometry (see Figure 2a). Hence, it is not a 
volumetric method, but rather a surface inspection method. In various research papers, the potential 
of the LDR technique has been demonstrated for a range of defects [5, 6, 10-13]. Recently, the LDR 
phenomenon has also been extended towards in-plane resonances, and it was shown that the concept 
of in-plane LDR is advantageous for detecting specific defect types [14]. Though, a current difficulty 
with the LDR technique concerns the fact that it is often not easy to actually identify the LDR response 
and the LDR frequency in measurement data. This is demonstrated in Figure 2b which displays the 
frequency response function (FRF) for a [45/0/-45/90]3S CFRP with a flat bottom hole (FBH). The 
orange curve is the average FRF of the CFRP, while the blue curve represents the nodal FRF at the 
FBH’s location. This figure indicates the difficulty to distinguish between global mode shapes and 
LDR behavior by analysis of the average FRF, or even the nodal FRF in the defected zone. However, 
by careful manual inspection of the operational deflection shapes (ODS) over the full frequency 
range, a clear LDR of the FBH was found at 66.4 kHz. Our current research is focused towards 
automated identification of LDR features in a set of FRFs, and will be presented at the EWSHM 2018 
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conference. Though, it may be clear that the actual opportunities and limitations of the LDR technique 
for NDT of composites are not yet fully known. 
 
 
Figure 2: (a) Principle of 3D scanning laser Doppler vibrometry and (b) FRF of a [45/0/-45/90]3S CFRP sample 
with a flat bottom hole (diameter of 10 mm). 
Infrared thermography 
There are many excitation possibilities in active infrared thermography (e.g. optical, vibrational, 
eddy current, etc.) [5, 8, 15-17]. In this study, the focus is on infrared thermography (IRT) through 
optical stimulation. The idea is quite simple: optical heating is applied to the sample of interest, and 
the thermal response of the surface is evaluated over time by capturing the infrared radiation with a 
sensitive infrared sensor. In the presence of a defect, the induced heat will locally build up and will 
be seen as a hot spot in reflection or a cold spot in transmission. Hence, it is a volumetric inspection 
approach. Roughly said, this principle can be regarded as the analogue of an ultrasonic C-scan, 
though with highly damped thermal waves. This immediately exposes the main problem with IRT: 
it has limited depth probing (especially in reflection setup) due to high damping characteristics. 
Apart from this, the anisotropic 3D thermal diffusion in composites makes defect assessment (e.g. 
estimation of size and depth) far from straightforward. For the optical heating, there are 2 often used 
inspection regimes: lock-in and flash (or pulse) thermography.  
The lock-in thermography employs an amplitude modulated heating in order to induce a 
thermal wave with a specific frequency. Considering that thermal waves are highly dispersive, the 
applied frequency will induce a certain wavelength, and in consequence impose the inspection depth. 
The general rule is that lowering the frequency leads to deeper inspection depth. Though there is a 
clear limitation in inspection depth due to 3D thermal diffusion. By locking the excitation frequency, 
data can be obtained with excellent thermal resolution (< mK) and sufficiently high SNR for extracting 
useful information. Analysis of the phase images often leads to better results (compared to amplitude 
images) as non-uniform heating conditions and environmental parameters are excluded to a large 
extent.  
The flash thermography on the other hand considers a short (typically a few ms) powerful flash. 
The advantage is that thermal waves in a broad frequency range are stimulated, and thus information 
at different depths can be retrieved in a single experiment. Of course, this is at the expense of the 
SNR. Appropriate post-processing algorithms (e.g. fast Fourier transform FFT, principal component 
analysis PCA, thermal signal reconstruction TSR [18]) can be employed to improve the defect’s 
contrast.  
These three NDT techniques, i.e. C-scan, LDR and lock-in IRT, are applied on CFRP’s with 
idealized defects, i.e. FBHs and inserts, as well as on impacted CFRP with barely visible impact 
damage (BVID). It is investigated how the various NDT techniques perform in detecting the defects 
and in evaluating defect parameters. 
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2. Materials 
CFRPs with different stacking sequence are considered in this study. Coupons have been 
manufactured in an autoclave (temperature- and pressure controlled) according to the guidelines of 
the supplier, and different types of (artificial) defects have been introduced. The ratio of the lateral 
size of the defect to the depth of the defect is higher than 3. 
The first sample measures L x W x T = 150 x 90 x 5.52 mm3 and is manufactured from 
unidirectional carbon fibers according to layup [45/0/-45/90]3S. A FBH with diameter of 10 mm has 
been introduced by milling at sufficiently high rotational speed. The remaining material thickness is 
2.06 mm. In the remainder of the text, this sample is indicated with CFRPFBH (see Table 1). 
The second sample measures L x W x T = 150 x 150 x 2.6 mm3 and is manufactured from 
unidirectional carbon fibers according to layup [(0/90)2/0]S. A square ethylene-tetrafluorethylene 
(ETFE) insert with thickness of 60 μm and lateral size of 20 mm has been introduced at a depth of 0.8 
mm. In the remainder of the text, this sample is indicated with CFRPINSERT (see Table 1). 
The third sample measures L x W x T = 150 x 100 x 5.54 mm3 and is manufactured from 
unidirectional carbon fibers according to layup [45/0/-45/90]3S. The sample has been impacted with a 
low velocity drop weight according to ASTM D7136 [19]. The impact event was done with a fully 
instrumented in-house developed drop tower with anti-rebound system (to prevent double hits), a 
7.72 kg impactor with 16 mm impactor-tip was mounted. The measured impact energy was 6.3 J, 
resulting in barely visible impact damage for this type of composite [1]. In the remainder of the text, 
this sample is indicated with CFRPBVID (see Table 1). 
Table 1: Overview of CFRP sample specifications. 
 CFRPFBH CFRPINSERT CFRPBVID 
Defect type FBH ETFE Insert Impact 
Dimensions [mm] 150 x 90 x 5.52 150 x 150 x 2.6 150 x 100 x 5.54 
Layup [45/0/-45/90]3S [(0/90)2/0]S [45/0/-45/90]3S 
Size of defects [mm] Ø 10 20 x 20 Depth-dependent 
Depth of defects [mm] 2.06 0.8 Distributed over depth 
3 Experimental set-up and procedure 
In this section, details on the measurement procedure and equipment are presented. For brevity, 
only the most important settings and procedures are presented. 
 
Ultrasonic C-scan 
The ultrasonic C-scans have been obtained with an in-house developed 5 axis scanner (3 
translational axes and 2 rotational axes), which is coupled to a PXIe system of National Instruments 
for (i) motion control, (ii) ultrasonic wave generation and subsequent acquisition, and (iii) data post-
processing and visualization. Unfocused H5K (General Electric) immersion transducers, with a 
diameter of 13 mm and a central frequency of 5 MHz, have been employed. A Pulser-Receiver 
(USIP40, General Electric) feeds a 100 Vpp pulse signal to the transmitting transducer. The reflection 
and transmission signals are captured using a digitizer (NI PXIe-5172) at a sampling frequency of 1 
Gs/s (interleaved sampling) and bit depth of 14 bit. The full time signals are captured and stored for 
subsequent data-analysis. The scanner is operated by a motion controller (NI PXI-7356) and has been 
programmed in LabVIEW® in order to scan a user-defined scanning path. Encoder feedback is 
provided in order to trigger the pulser and digitizer according to a predefined scan grid. The results 
shown in this study have been obtained with a grid size of 0.5 mm along the index axis, and 0.1 mm 
along the scanning axis. The scanning speed was set at 50 mm/s. The post-processing of the acquired 
time signals is done in LabVIEW® on-the-fly (e.g. maximum amplitude, time-of-flight (TOF), FFT, 
etc.). The TOF in reflection C-scans has been determined by cross-correlation of internal echoes to the 
top surface echo. Dynamic time-gating has been applied to compensate for (possibly) non-flat sample 
geometry.  
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Local Defect Resonance 
The investigated samples have been suspended using four elastic bands at the corners and were 
excited using a low power piezoelectric (PZT) actuator (type EPZ-20MS64W from Ekulit, with a 
diameter of 15 mm) which was glued to the back surface. A burst chirp signal (i.e. fast swept sine 
with a duty cycle of 90%) is used as excitation signal (bandwidth of 100 kHz). This signal is amplified 
by a factor of 50 using a Falco System WMA-300 amplifier, resulting in a peak-to-peak voltage of 100 
Vpp. The vibrational response is obtained by a 3D infrared scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec 
PSV-500-3D-HV XTRA) using a sampling frequency of 250 ks/s (the useful bandwidth is 100 kHz) 
and bit depth of 24 bit. The stand-off distance of the samples to the three lasers was around ~600 mm.  
Orthogonal projection is used to calculate the velocity of vibration in the X, Y and Z direction, where 
Z is defined as the out-of-plane component. A sufficiently fine grid (order of 1-1.5 mm) is considered 
in order to accurately capture the spatial characteristics of high order resonances. The infrared 
wavelength of the lasers (1550 nm) shows excellent sensitivity, even for black surfaces and large view 
angles. Hence, the surface of the samples has not been treated with spray paint (e.g. Ardrox 9D1B) or 
retroreflective tape. The time-domain vibrational data is processed in MATLAB® using a FFT scheme 
in order to go to the frequency domain. Accounting for the response signal of the PZT patch leads to 
the nodal FRFs and the average FRF (i.e. summed nodal FRF’s) of the inspected sample. Manual 
‘peak-picking’ in the average FRF and/or nodal FRF, and subsequent evaluation of the associated 
ODS, then leads to the identification of the LDR. Note that we have put the word peak-picking between 
quotation marks because in reality the LDR is often not associated with a peak in the average FRF. 
This can be verified in Figure 2b. Apart from the ODS at a single frequency, the frequency band data 
(FBD) is used to present the vibrational amplitude of the sample over a certain frequency band. The 
FBD of a scan point at location (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖)  is defined as: 
 𝐹𝐵𝐷(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑓1, 𝑓2) =
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑓2 − 𝑓1
∑
𝑉𝑧(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑓)
𝑈𝑅𝑒𝑓(𝑓)
𝑓2
𝑓=𝑓1
   (1) 
where 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  is the frequency resolution of the FFT data and 𝑓1, 𝑓2  must lie within the 
frequency bandwidth of the excitation signal. 𝑉𝑧(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑓) and 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑓) represent respectively the 
out-of-plane velocity amplitude of the grid point with coordinates (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖)  and the excitation’s 
voltage amplitude at frequency f.  Because a damaged area is typically characterized by a local 
reduction in bending stiffness, and as a result an increased out-of-plane vibrational amplitude 
(especially at LDR), it shows a higher FBD value compared to an undamaged area.  
 
Infrared Thermography 
The various samples have been mounted at a stand-off distance of ~750 mm from the optical 
excitation and the infrared camera. The infrared camera (FLIR® A6750sc) has a cooled InSb photon 
detector with a pixel density of 640 x 512 pixels, Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) 
of <20 mK and a bit depth of 14 bit. The infrared sensor is sensitive to the 1-5 μm range, additional 
filters further narrow down the effective spectral window to 3-5 μm. For the lock-in thermography, 
2 Hedler® halogen lamps (H25s) with a nominal power of 2 kW each have been used. PMMA filters 
were installed to block direct infrared radiation to the camera. The halogen lamps are controlled by 
a signal generator (edevis®) in order to apply user-defined heating cycles. For the pulse 
thermography, a high power linear flash lamp (Hensel-visit, VH3-6000) with a nominal energy of 6 
kJ has been used. The typical discharge time of the Xenon gas in the flash tube is in the order of a few 
ms.  
The infrared camera (FLIR®) and the optical excitation are coupled to each other with hardware 
and software from edevis® (https://www.edevis.com/content/en/). This integrated thermographic 
system has the advantage that triggering and synchronization of the data stream is very accurate and 
robust. The post-processing of the data is done in DisplayIMG 6 Professional software (edevis®) 
and/or in MATLAB® (for further advanced post-processing). In this report, we limit ourselves to the 
analysis of data in frequency domain by application of a FFT scheme. The resulting amplitude and 
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phase images are considered. Unfortunately, due to unforeseen circumstances the flash 
thermography could not be added to this manuscript. 
4. Results 
As discussed in section 3, a limited number of post-processing approaches are used in this study. 
One could use different and more advanced analysis techniques, but this is not considered here as 
this would substantially lengthen this paper. 
4.1 Flat Bottom Hole – CFRPFBH 
The inspection results for the CFRPFBH sample are shown in Figure 3. The different inspections 
have been performed from the blind side of the FBH. 
The ultrasonic C-scan in reflection (see Figure 3b-c) gives good estimation of the defect’s lateral 
characteristics. Additional analysis of the TOF signal gives a depth estimation of 1.95 mm (versus 
2.06 mm measured).  
The results for the LDR are shown in Figure 3d-e. The LDR frequency was determined at 64.4 
kHz, and the defect shape is easily recognizable (see Figure 3d) but is underestimated. This could 
have been expected as the defect can be perceived as a clamped sub-component. Hence, the outer 
part of the defect has reduced vibrational mobility compared to the inner part of the defect. The depth 
of the defect can be estimated on the basis of a simplified analytical solution [6], but only on the 
condition that defect geometry, defect size and material parameters (density, anisotropic stiffness 
tensor) are known a priori. Unfortunately such a priori information is often unknown, even for this 
model sample. The frequency band data FBD over 50-100 kHz is shown in Figure 3e and also clearly 
reveals the location of defect (without the need to search for a LDR characteristic in the FRF data).  
The lock-in thermography result in reflection is shown in Figure 3d. Four sinusoidal cycles with 
frequency of 0.05 Hz have been employed. The frequency of 0.05 Hz was proven to be the most 
sensitive for the particular depth of the FBH. The amplitude image give little to no quantitative 
information (at least without further post-processing). While the phase image succeeds in providing 
an image from which lateral defect parameters can be extracted. Extraction of the defect depth is not 
possible with the current dataset.  
 
Figure 3: Results for CFRPFBH : (a) photograph of inspected area. Ultrasonic C-scan at 5 MHz: (b) reflected 
amplitude and (c) TOF. Vibrational testing: (d) LDR at 66.4 kHz and (e) frequency band data FBD over 50-100 
kHz. Lock-in thermography at 0.05 Hz: (f) amplitude and (g) phase image. 
4.2 ETFE Insert – CFRPINSERT 
Figure 4 presents the NDT results for the CFRPINSERT sample. For this case, the three NDT 
techniques provide indicative results on the lateral defect parameters.  
The ultrasonic C-scan nicely indicates the lateral dimensions of the defect. Though, the TOF 
image is of poor quality and makes it difficult to estimate the depth of the defect. This is due to the 
small ratio of defect-depth-to-wavelength, which makes accurate extraction of TOF troublesome, as 
well as to the significantly lower quality of the CFRPFBH sample (when compared to the other CFRP 
samples). Hence, the ultrasonic signal did not show good reflection on the ETFE insert, and was 
therefore difficult to capture in a steady and uniform way.  
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For the LDR at frequency of 29.5 kHz, we got a significant underestimation of lateral defect size 
(see Figure 4d). On the other hand, it is interesting to note that the frequency band data FBD over 5-
100 kHz (Figure 4e) gives a good estimation of actual lateral defect size, without the need to search 
for LDR phenomena in the average or nodal FRF data.  
The IRT results have been obtained at a lock-in frequency of 0.3 Hz as this provided best results 
for an inspection depth of 0.8 mm. It is clear that a good contrast is obtained for the phase image, 
giving a good estimation of lateral defect size.  
 
Figure 4: Results for CFRPINSERT: (a) photograph of inspected area. Ultrasonic C-scan at 5 MHz: (b) reflected 
amplitude and (c) TOF. Vibrational testing: (d) LDR at 29.5 kHz and (e) frequency band data FBD over 5-100 
kHz. Lock-in thermography at 0.3 Hz: (f) amplitude and (g) phase image. 
4.3 Barely Visible Impact Damage – CFRPBVID 
The damage type for the CFRPBVID sample (see Figure 5a) is far more complex compared to the 
previous two cases, and should be conceived as a combination of different defects (e.g. delamination, 
cracks …) distributed through depth.  
This is nicely indicated by the ultrasonic C-scan in reflection (see Figure 5 b-c). The amplitude 
recording indicates multiple defects at the impact location, while the TOF indicates that these defects 
are distributed through thickness (blue = shallow defect, red = deep defect). Analysis of the damage 
zone indicates that the impactor has induced a delamination cone through thickness, which extends 
like a double helix through the sample (and thus clearly relates to the quasi-isotropic lay-up of the 
[45/0/-45/90]3S CFRP). Note that the upper delaminations have a shadowing effect on the lower 
delaminations. In reality, the deeper delaminations also extend until the impact location. The C-scan 
in transmission (Figure 5d) provides an integrated view of the delamination cone. Although the 
impact energy was only 6.3 J, the C-scan results indicate that considerable damage was induced in 
the CFRP laminate. 
  
Figure 5: (a) photograph of CFRPBVID, (b) amplitude reflection C-scan, (c) TOF reflection C-scan and (d) 
amplitude transmission C-scan. 
The LDR response for the CFRPBVID sample is displayed in Figure 6. In this case, it is difficult to 
identify 1 single LDR frequency, exactly because of the complexity of the damage zone. The fact that 
LDR is not a volumetric inspection method combined with the complex 3D damage zone (see Figure 
5b-c) is not favourable for clear interpretation. Therefore, the CFRPBVID has been scanned at both the 
impact side and the backside, see Figure 6 (top row) and Figure 6 (bottom row) respectively. 
Additionally, the vibrational analysis was further extended towards in-plane LDR phenomena in 
order to get further insight on the structure of the complex 3D damage zone [14]. For clarity, the 
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classical out-of-plane LDR is indicated by LDRZ, while in-plane LDR is indicated by LDRXY. By careful 
manual peak-picking, LDRZ and LDRXY modes have been identified. The results indicate that the 
extension towards in-plane vibrational characteristics give access to other defect parameters. As there 
are many higher-order LDRZ and LDRXY modes identified in the considered bandwidth, we opted to 
only show the fundamental LDR’s together with a representation of the out-of-plane frequency band 
data FBDZ and in-plane frequency band data FBDXY over the total frequency band of 2-100 kHz. The 
increased surface velocities of the many high order LDRs in the total frequency band should be hinted 
in the FBDZ and FBDXY, and thus should give a representation of zones with reduced stiffness (i.e. 
damaged zones). The results are displayed in Figure 6c-f, and qualitatively match the ultrasonic C-
scans (see Figure 5). It is clear that this set of results provides useful information, but it is equally 
clear that further research is needed in order to interpret these results, and eventually to link them to 
quantitative defect parameters.  
  
Figure 6: Results of impact side (top row) and backside (bottom row) of CFRPBVID: (a-b) photograph of sample, 
(c-d) out-of-plane LDRZ and frequency band data FBDZ over 2-100 kHz and (e-f) in-plane LDRXY and frequency 
band data FBDXY over 2-100 kHz. 
Finally, the lock-in thermography has been applied on the CFRPBVID sample. Considering that 
the delamination cone is distributed through thickness, various lock-in frequencies have been 
selected. As the CFRPBVID sample has a high thickness, one should select very low frequency to probe 
the complete sample in reflection mode (under the assumption that the SNR is still sufficient). Such 
low frequencies would result in unacceptable heating (T > 100°C) of the front surface, and subsequent 
degradation of the thermoset matrix in the CFRPBVID. Instead, it was opted to perform IRT in reflection 
from both the impact side and the backside of the CFRPBVID sample. The IRT results are displayed in 
Figure 7, and cover the frequencies 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, 0.25 Hz, 0.1 Hz and 0.05 Hz. The difference between 
inspection from impact side and backside is clear. The results globally indicate the extent of the 
damage, and provide (limited) detail on the depth distribution.  
 
 Figure 7: IRT in reflection of impact side (top row) and backside (bottom row) of CFRPBVID: (a-b) photograph; 
phase images at (c-d) 1 Hz, (e-f) 0.5 Hz, (g-h) 0.25 Hz, (i-j) 0.1 Hz and (k-l) 0.05 Hz. 
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4. Conclusion 
CFRPs with various defects (flat bottom hole, insert and barely visible impact damage) have 
been investigated by three different non-destructive inspection techniques: ultrasonic C-scans, local 
defect resonance and lock-in thermography. The obtained inspection results have been discussed and 
compared to each other. 
Overall, the C-scan data gives the best indication of lateral defect size and defect depth, even for 
the sample with the complex barely visible impact damage. There it was found that the impact 
induced a delamination cone which extends like a double helix through the sample. This was linked 
to the quasi-isotropic stacking sequence of that CFRP.  
The classical out-of-plane local defect resonance provides results which cannot be easily linked 
to quantitative damage parameters in a straightforward way. Extending the analysis with in-plane 
local defect resonance, and the concept of frequency band data could provide some opportunities in 
this regard. Though further research is needed in this regard. 
The phase images of the lock-in thermography show good performance for assessing the lateral 
size of the different damages. By using different lock-in frequencies, the delamination cone of the 
BVID could be explored in thickness direction. However, due to the high damping of thermal waves 
and 3D thermal diffusion phenomena, it was not possible to probe the full thickness of the CFRP. 
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